IDEAL FOR NEW FAIRWAY SEEDINGS

QUICKLY ESTABLISHES

DENSE TURF

MILORGANITE assures early play by promoting rapid growth of new fairway seedings. It produces dense uniform turf at a reasonable cost. Use Milorganite before seeding and avoid thin patchy turf which is difficult and expensive to improve. Our staff of fertilizer and soil experts are experienced in solving problems connected with fairway seedings. A letter will obtain their assistance.

ALWAYS SAFE

MILORGANITE will not injure or kill the sensitive young grass seedling. It is free of all weed seeds and harmful bacteria.

EASILY APPLIED

MILORGANITE possesses excellent mechanical condition. It flows freely through any good fertilizer distributor.

Plan now to Fertilize Fall Fairway Seedings. Our soil experts will gladly help solve your fertilizer problems.

For further information use this coupon.

Milwaukee Sewerage Commission
508 Market Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Please send additional information about Milorganite to

Name ........................................ Club ........................................
Address ........................................ City ........................................ State ........................................

I am interested in fertilizer for Greens □ for Fairways □

Our Soil Conditions are ........................................